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Interviewer: I am going to interview you in the relation to our project “Francophone African Oral History”.  Can you 
introduce yourself? Please. 
 
Interviewee: My name is Safro Mazangi. 
 
Interviewer: where did you go to school? 
 
Interviewee: I went to school at Athenée de Bakunsu, I had spent two years there then I went to Läic School to do 
my fifth years, still in Mbandaka province.  To obtain my Baccalaureat (equivalent to GCSC), I went to Athenée de 
Kisangani but I could not complete the courses; I did only one term. 
 
Going back a little bit, when I was on my third year at the college, I had stated already to learn how to play the 
guitar and I was playing with small music groups, I would travel to Bumba and Lisala just to play music.  Then in 
1969 I went to Kisangani to continue my Baccalaureat but I did not complete it then I joined the group called Air 
Fiesta as Guitarist Soloist and pop singer from 1969 to 1971. 
 
Interviewer: Let’s go back a little bit.  What made you decide to do music? 
 
Interviewee: Growing up I was doing similar activities in church; I was a servant and a choir member.  That is where 
I stated interesting in the music.  In 1961, we had started playing the game called “Jeux Cocotte”, we would dance 
and play along with friends.  I starting making aluminium guitars, I did not know how to play guitar very well, I would 
only play “Tchanzi Tchanzi Tchanzi”. 
 
It was when I went to Mbandaka province that is where I had started to learn how to play a proper guitar.  I cousin 
Flori taught me two guitar notes “guitar playing”.  I went another day, he taught me three notes “guitar playing” 
and he said to me “you are playing in SOL but you can discover other notes by yourself”.  I asked him to teach me 
how to play DO; he taught me “guitar playing, nzambele kele gingo nzambele” I played that in DO and I finally learn 
to play all the rest of guitar notes by myself (Do Re Mi Fa Sol La Si Do). 
 
To learn minors’ guitar notes, we would buy books from book shops, also borrow books from our parish priests.  
From there, I had taught myself how to play the guitar and gained a significant guitar skills. 
 
Interviewer: What was your first step into a musical professional carrier? 
 
Interviewee: It was on 14 September 1969 in Kisangani with the group Air Fiesta. 
 
Interviewer: Tell us your musical journey from Kisangani to Kinshasa. 
 
Interviewee: In Kisangani we played almost three years but unfortunately we had instrumental problem, we could 
not continue with the group and we had decided to have a break.  I did not have my parents with over there in 
Kisangani, I had to find the way to survive.  So, I joined a group called Kings Robinson, which only interpreted 
Western music in night clubs. 
 
During that time, the Air Fiesta group got new instruments and convinced me to re-join the group and travel to 
Uganda and other places then settled in Beni.  We had a couple problems within the group and I had decided to do 
my own things. 
 
I met with a priest by the name of Kataliko who had musical instruments and wanted a professional to teach Nande 
youth of Butembo how to play, then I accepted the offer and I started playing around Goma, Butembo, Beni and 
Bunia with those young people. 



 
I wanted to go back to Uganda were we went with Fiesta group to get performing contract; I had told the rest of 
the group and Mr Sikisi who was customers receiver and now a Honourable member of Congolese Parliament 
helped us to get a Taxi to Kasese.  Before getting into the Taxi I was surprised to see rest of the member of my 
group going to Kampala as well, then I asked them what’s going on and they replied to me that they had a 
performing contract in Kampala.   
 
We took the train together to Kampala.  They did not have money to pay for their tickets; as the leader of the group, 
I paid the tickets for them to be reimbursed later on. 
We had big argument with fellow members of the group, they had decided to leave the group, and then when we 
arrived in Kampala we went to a different ways. 
 
I had to meet up with a senior guitarist in the name of Simaro, the one that wrote the song “Baninga nyoso to 
kumisa Anicet” in Kisangani I thing you know the song.  Suddenly I saw a Lady passing by in the taxi, she stopped 
and called me “Ah Masiya when did you arrived”, I replied “I just arrived now and I am want to meet up with senior 
Simaro.  She said to me “Ah Simaro lives in new life area” and then she gave me money to travel but unfortunately 
I could not see the person I was looking for but I met friend of mine that used to be dancer, he introduced me to 
their group manager telling him that I was a very good Saxophonist. 
 
I integrated the group in 1973, I was given a nice and well equipped apartment and we started rehearsing and 
playing concerts.  After three weeks, the main Saxophonist returned and had to take his role back.  The chairman 
of the group who was a soloist also came back from holidays, he came a bit late and my friend the dancer told the 
group chief that I knew how to play the guitar.  I played the guitar that day and everyone liked it.   
The day after I was called at the office by the chairman of the group, he thanked me for my work and payed me for 
two months and allowed me to stayed at apartment for two months but he could not renew my contract. 
 
I started looking for a new group still in Kampala, I met a senior musician in the name of Demave, he asked me to 
integrated their group but I would have to play guitar bass.  I started playing with them but without a contract, then 
I was called by Senior Demave at his house, I met with another fellow musician who used to perform in the county 
side, I had to join their group as a soloist because their soloist passed away, at first I was scared a little bit and I did 
not want to go to play and live in the small city as it was hard to make it big in the small cities but I finally accepted 
the offer. 
 
My wife and kids were in Beni and I was supposed to go and get them to join me, I played for two months with the 
group and got paid, after that I went to get my family to join me in the city of Mbale in Uganda. 
 
There was a guy who used to come to see us play, he liked the way I was playing and he would give me money to 
encourage me and one day he invited me to his hotel apartment and I realised that he was a soldier, I was surprised 
a little bit scared as well and he told me that he has a music group and he would like me to join his group so that I 
can lead the rest of group members, they were all soldiers and did not have much experience in music.  But at the 
same time in the group that I was playing, their former soloist came back and they wanted to cut my pay, I was not 
happy about it and as a coincidence; one day a military car came to our rehearsal and took me alongside my fellow 
guitar bass player to integrate their group in the city of Tororo. 
 
They gave us a place to stay and we started rehearsing, we would rehearse from 7am to 1pm, have a break then 
from 2pm to 5pm, every day except Saturdays. We were well paid even if we did not play or rehearsal as it was the 
government group, it was great. 
 
In 1976, I wanted to come back in the Congo for a holiday, I travelled to the city of Bumba to visit my mother.  My 
big brother was a secondary school prefect, he took me to for a drink in ITB boat, a lively place.  The atmosphere 
was incredible, music was playing everywhere; a famous song was playing “Otambola malembe mokili ya bato”. 
 
Interviewer: Is ITB a boat? 
 



Interviewee: Yes it is a boat for Kinshasa-Kisangani.  No one recognised me over there like in Uganda, so I started 
thinking of going back to Kinshasa.  After my visit to Bumba, I went back to Uganda and started preparing my return 
to Kinshasa in 1977.  I told the rest of the group that I was going, they were upset but I had decided to leave. 
 
I went back to Kisangani with my little family, I played a little bit in Singa Muambe but I did not like to stay in 
province and then decided to go to Kinshasa.  I started playing with Geo malebo in 1977 till end of 1978.  One day 
we went to play at Kinshasa cultural centre, it was the first time for me to meet up with big musician like Papa 
Wemba, Manuaku and Mavuela. 
 
I was the one to perform at event with my reggae style, we were just me and my fellow senior Apotre; we were 
given guitars, drums and microphones and played songs from Jimmy cliff.  People liked the way we played and their 
started to get familiar with me.  In Geo malebo, we would only play in parties but not doing concerts. 
 
From that, other musician like Esperant, Papa Wemba etc, started soliciting me to work with them; I told them that 
I was playing with Geo malebo but they said to me that, Geo malebo was an elderly group, it will be better for me 
to join a youth group but I was not convinced. 
 
I wrote a reggae song and gave it to a senior musician Ringo to find me a producer so that I can get my song out but 
in my surprise, one day I went to his house and find out that he has worked on the song by himself; I caught him 
playing my song on the radio cassette alongside a guy and I sang along.  This guy was surprised to find out that I 
was the owner of the song and he wanted to work with me. 
 
Three weeks later, a guy in the name of Bolota, called me and said that someone was looking for me, the person 
was driving a Lincoln car; the young guy brought that person to me, they found me taking some tea and bread with 
bag of peanut.  I did not know the person, he told me that “Safro you taking a plain tea! From today those plain 
teas are over! You know who I am? My name is Kasembe, the chairman of Djambo Djambo group”. I reply “Yes I 
heard of the group” 
 
He took me on his car to the city where Djambo-Djambo group was rehearsing, I rehearsed with them and play my 
four songs and later in the evening we had to do a concert.  The concert was a success that is when I was recognised 
from the Congolese music scene; from Franco, Rocherot and all Congolese big stars used to come at Djambo 
Djambo. 
 
Interviewer: Djambo Djambo was based in the city centre? 
 
Interviewee: Yes, they used only to play western style music; many stars would come over there, as it was a place 
where you would meet a lot of beautiful women. 
 
I would see a lot of music stars including Lita Bembo, the one who spread my reputation in around referring me as 
a good guitar player, a good dancer and sings in English.  He talked to Papa Wemba about me and Papa Wemba 
sent people to meet me, in particular Zulume.  Zulume told me you have to come to play with us in the 
neighbourhood, in ViVa La Musika because here in the city centre no one will know about you.  
 
Finally my wife convinced me to join ViVa La Musica in order for me to get more popular and get recognised by the 
Congolese public.  When ViVa La Musica travelled to Europe for some productions in 1979 and then return in 1980; 
some of the musician like Juva, Asso and Oxygen stayed in Europe.  I had decided to join ViVa at that time, when 
Papa Wemba saw me, he was happy to see me join the group and asked Kester Emeneya to give me a test.  When 
I started playing the guitar just for few seconds, Kester said to me “Please stop you are hired”. 
 
I started playing with ViVa, it was very good and the first song I played was “Guitar playing, singing “Kobota ta 
kobota pasi na bisengo”” the song is called Dikando and my second song to play was Beloti “guitar playing and 
singing “Namoni bolingo na nga tika kosala zuwa””.  And then Papa Wemba told me not to play other fellow songs 
only his, I would have to come on stage only when he is singing; he gave raisons for that saying that I needed to 
take breaks.  Until I left ViVa, I never play other musician’s songs. 
 



After a while, some musicians left the group (Esperant, Dido Yogo, Janana, Popolipo and Edi), we needed to pick up 
the group; we had recruit Maray and Petit Prince. 
 
Interviewer: What year was that? 
 
Interviewee: I think it was in 1981, when those who left have formed Langa-Langa stars; they had blew us under 
the water and then Papa Wemba quit and run away from his own group, he went to Europe. 
 
We left with Kester and pick up the group again with huge tube like Eza and blew up Langa under the water, Papa 
Wemba heard of our success and then he re-joined the group.  We thought that Papa Wemba would encourage us 
with a lot money but he only brought us beers instead. 
 
We travelled to Brazaville alongside Zaïko, on our return at the beach, fans came to us to beg for money and then 
a lady told them that “Do not bother them! They do not have money, wait for Zaïko group instead”. We were quite 
embarrassed by that. 
 
Interviewer: Did you have salary or not? 
 
Interviewee: Yes we did have salary, also we would have bonus when playing concerts outside Kinshasa. 
 
Kester influenced some of us to leave the group, we put our names in the list but surprisingly he took the same list 
and then showed it to Papa Wemba. 
 
Interviewer: let’s go back a little of bit. Where playing for other musicians when you were at Geo Malebo or you 
were only playing at the parties? 
Interviewee: Yes, we used to accompany other musicians as well like Senior Kale and senior Kabasele. 
 
Interviewer: What songs were you playing? 
 
Interviewee: All those songs that he made “guitar playing “tchatcha tchiri tchatcha, awa nga na vandi motema 
mobongi teoo, okomio monisanga ba mbanda na miso”” and song like “guitar playing” (Felicié) and more.  I did not 
play in the recording but we were just accompanying them with senior Damwazo. 
 
Interviewer: Let’s go back in ViVa time then. 
 
Interviewee: Yes, when Kester has showed Papa wemba the list of people wanted to leave the band, Papa Wemba 
had a hard feeling on us.  I do not know if that was Kester plan. 
 
After a while, the group split up again, 9 musicians left the group (Kester, Huit Kilos, Mongole, Jolie Mubiala, Patcho 
Star, Tofla Kitoko, Petit Prince, Ekoko and Bipoli). 
 
Interviewer: Who was behind ViVa splits? Specifically when Langa was formed.  Was it Verkys? 
 
Interviewee: No I do not think that it was Verkys but I would talk more of the creation of Victoria, they had the 
support of Bipoli’s sister, Mongabelo, the son of minister Singa.  Victoria had its program, make songs, rehearse 
them, buy flight tickets and come to settle in Europe; they did not even plan performing in Kinshasa.  But Kester 
already collaborated with Verkys in Naya album but Verkys had warned him that he did not want to appear like he 
is the one who had split up ViVa.  Verkys had nothing to do with the split, they are the ones who went to him. 
 
Interviewer: What happened next? 
 
Interviewee: Myself, Debaba and those who stayed in the group, Koffi brought Reddy, we recruited him, Koffi 
advised me that Reddy was a good singer, as I was the Artistic director of the group of all the group I have worked 
with.  We also recruited Lidjo Nkwempa. 
 



We made the hit Song Para pluie “singing, rendre à sesard ceux qui est à sesard».  Those who had left heard our 
success and said that « If Safro and Debaba are still in ViVa, we would not over perform them, so we have to get 
both of them to join us to make Papa Wemba fall”.  Just in two weeks before the lunching of Victoria group, they 
sent us people to talk to us. Mongole came at my house but I was not there, my wife informed me that “Mongole 
came and they want you to join Victoria”. 
 
I did not want to join Victoria at all, I did not want to be ruled by them, so I run away from my house and then pay 
for a hotel room just to avoid meeting with Mongole.  Then I went to see a friend of mine that we used to play at 
Djambo Djambo in the name of Djodjo in Kinshasa borough; suddenly I met up with Mongole and then we went to 
my friend’s Djodjo.  They both tried to convince me to join Victoria but I was not so kin about it, I had tried to make 
excuses to run away from Mongole but he had stacked to me, I had no other choice but to walk around with him 
all day until we met up with Victoria fans at Pont Ngabie and brought us to Victoria rehearsal place, Debaba was 
already there. 
 
The news was already on TV.  I went back to my house to get some clothes and essentials but my wife was not 
happy about me joining Victoria, she wanted me to stay in ViVa.  The next morning I asked them to show me 
Victoria’s regulations; Petit Prince was not happy about my request, we had quite an argument with him and Kester 
came to calm me down. 
 
My wife came to see me at the rehearsal, we had played a song I had wrote for her to please her but still she was 
not happy about me joining Victoria. 
 
Kester already had a talk with Verkys for signing a contract but I was not informed because the other members did 
not want me to get involved in the contract signing but Kester came to take me to Veve Center to participate in the 
signing of the contract, the other members of the band were not happy of my presence. 
 
Myself and some of the members rebelled and then fired Kester, Mikilo and Pinos.  We took instruments; myself, 
Tofla, Patcho star, Mongole, Cartouch, Debaba and Petit Prince.  We went to Matadi and we had planned to go to 
Angola and then travel to Europe.  We performed the first concert in Matadi, it was a success and then we also 
supposed to play around this swimming pool the following day but a guy run toward us at the hotel and told us that 
Verkys took all the instruments. 
 
Verkys put all the instrument in the Van, we went back to swimming pool where we supposed to play and I talked 
to Verkys and then he decided to give me the instruments and the control of the group; we played and then return 
to Kinshasa.  We had a meeting from 4pm to 4am the next day. 
 
Interviewer: meeting with who? 
 
Interviewee: with Verkys, Kester and the rest of us; also with the journalists (Lukezo etc).  Verkys asked us “What 
do you want? You want me to give Kester a new instruments and you keep the old one?” We agreed, it was such 
as big argument and we had decided to structure the band because before then, Mongole was the chief and Kester 
was artistic director and I was in charge of the discipline. 
 
The journalists voted Kester to be the President of the group, Bipoli as deputy President, myself as chief of band 
and treasurer, Mongole in charge of discipline, Huit Kilo as the deputy chief and Tofla as a cashier.  We had planned 
to vote annually but Kester was not happy about that. 
 
Kester took over the control of the money and start taking the money before paying the all band and everybody 
wanted to do the same, so I decided to pay the rest of the group and Kester was angry about it and then Debaba 
and Koffi left the band and had formed Historia band. 
 
We had a contract with a Primus (beer), we would get 400 packs of beer every months but Kester took all the money 
for himself, I asked him about and he said replied “ this is my own deal” I was so furious and slapped him. So I was 
suspended for a month, I was still close to Kester but I could not perform; when my suspension was nearly at the 
end, Cartouch told me that “Père Buffalo was looking for musician, go see him, he will give you instrument”. 
 



Myself, Bipoli, Tofla, Patcho Star, Huit Kilos, Senior Doli, Petit Prince and Soki Diandjendja; we formed Victoria 
Principle.  On the first concert, we had three singers (Cartouche, Petit Prince and Bipoli); Cartouche said “I am going 
home to get some essentials and Petit Prince said “I am going to get doctor’s prescription” but surprisingly both 
went back to Victoria.  The left us just with one singer, Bipoli “How are we going to do a concert”. 
 
So we had an idea of playing just reggae music as we had left only with one singer in the band but Bipoli was not 
happy, so we had decided to recruit new singers.  We had recruited Jarist Fimbo and some other young singers.  
And then we had put out our first disc, which was recorded in the studio IAB in Brazzaville, we were the first DR 
Congo band to record in that ultra-modern studio. 
 
We had such a success with that disc “Brututu”.  And then Verkys said to us “The band has to go to Europe” but we 
did not want to go to Europe, only Kester went to Europe but they did not have a success because we were not 
there. 
 
We had some incident with Bipoli saying on the newspaper that “the band Victoria Principal was no longer at Père 
Bifalo, we were at Verkys’s”.  Père Bifalo came to talk to me “what’s going on?” I replied “I do not know”.  From 
that, we had serious misunderstanding within the band and I finally decided to leave the group. 
 
While visiting at Ben’s, I met with Bozi and Nyau; I told them that I was no longer with Victoria Principal, so they 
told me join the band but I was not really interested, I was so hungry and wanted to eat something.  They had 
bought some food and drinks and we had a good time. 
 
Two days later, I would see someone coming to my place and telling that “what are you doing here? The band is 
about to travel”.  I thought it was Bipoli who sent the person to me but it was Ben Nyamambo from Choc Stars 
(Bozi’s).  Then I travel with them to Pointe Noir and some other African countries. 
 
Ben Nyamambo came to Europe planning for the band to come to Europe and he met up with Kester; so Kester told 
him that “he should not bring me to Europe, because I was Victoria musician”. 
 
Choc Stars band travelled to Angola without me. 
 
Interviewer: What year was that? 
 
Interviewee: in 1984.  Victoria principal lasted only three months. 
 
One day I saw someone coming to me with a fancy car and calling me “Jesus! Jesus” the only person who used to 
call me “Jesus” was Kester. 
 
Interviewer: What about the name Masiya? 
 
Interviewee: I was a huge fan of Simaro Masiya that is why they used to be called me Masiya but later on I did not 
want to be called Masiya; so I kept my family name Safro Mazangi.  So, I meet up with Kester again and he told me 
to re-join Victoria.  My wife also left me at that time. 
 
I visited Victoria at the concert and the next day I would be informed by a journalist that my name was on the 
newspaper saying that “I re-join Victoria” but that was not the case yet. 
 
Then I met Rochero Tabuley at his rehearsal place and he asked me to integrate his band but I heard one of his 
musician complaining about not having a better shoes and I said to myself that “this is not band I would like to be 
on” so, I went back to Victoria Eleison. 
 
When I went back to Victoria, we delivered one concert, we did not have instruments to play and then Kester 
travelled to Europe to make Wilo Mondo disc. 
 
Interviewer: What happened to instruments? 
 



Interviewee: The instruments got ruined.  Kester had spent four months in Europe, during that period we did not 
have any money at all, because we could not perform due to lack of instruments.  So, I had to hustle and find the 
way of making money during that period, I went back to performing at the city centre as I used to, playing Western 
music and soon after Kester came back from Europe.  Kester sent someone to tell me that the band started already 
rehearsing, I should join them.  When I arrived at the rehearsal Kester asked me to put a song for the next disc. 
 
I did not have a written song, so I wrote the song “Ata Mpiaka” about my wife, just on the spot “singing! Mama ya 
bana na nga okitisa mutema”, that song picked up Victoria in the music scene.  We made in total ten songs for that 
disc, songs like “Mobali ya Ngenge”, “Soirée dançante” etc.  We had a huge success from that disc, we travelled 
around the world playing concerts. 
 
At that time, we were not interested in staying to Europe, we were better off living in Kinshasa than living in Europe. 
 
Interviewer: Better off in what sense? 
 
Interviewee: In the sense that, we would make more money in Africa than in Europe, Europe was good for materials 
(Cars, clothes and accessories) and instruments; in Kinshasa with all the success we had, if you meet someone, they 
may give you 200$ or more just like that. 
 
Interviewer: What about the money you were receiving from Europe concerts? You did not get paid? 
 
Interviewee: No we did get paid but most of the money would go to our stay’s expenses (hotel, food etc.) No one 
did wrong with the money. 
 
Interviewer: Can you explain a bit.   How were you coming to Europe? Did you have a Sponsors? Or a record label? 
 
Interviewee: It depends, the first time was Verkys, second time we were sponsored by Primus (Beer) and for the 
third time, Akuosson sponsored the band. 
 
Interviewer: What made the band split up? 
 
Interviewee: It is quite difficult to explain, we had internal problems.  Also, when Wenge Musica came into the 
music scene and put out Mulolo album, people thought that it was Us, Victoria; they just used our style.  Kester did 
not want to make album because he had problem with Verkys. 
 
I told Kester “How are going to survive without put out music? Those youngsters from Wenge are coming, we need 
to do something.  So I went to see Verkys and I put out “MADE album” including one of Kester song “MOKOSA” and 
Verkys asked me to sing vocal solo by myself, I sang in one of the song “singing, Nakoma na nga ata musulman 
pona bala basi mingioo, made yeyeee made yeyeee”. 
 
Interviewer: Where were you recording? 
 
Interviewee: in Kinshasa VeVe Centre.  My own album but they had put Kester on the cover of the disc, they did 
the same on the “Sans Pitié” album, and they had put a bottle of Primus on the cover of the disc.  I was really 
annoyed by Kester for doing that to me, if they did not wanted me on the cover of the disc, they should have at 
least put the all the band. 
 
We had to switch our style of music and we abandoned the old style for Wenge.  We travelled to Europe, for the 
first concert, we made around 500.000FF, the sponsor took his tickets money, we left with over 200.000FF.  The 
second concert, we made around 300.000FF and we put it in the saving.  We had travelled around Europe, in 
Belgium, Holland etc. 
We came in London with the sponsor Amissi, Omoyi and Adam Ilunga.  When coming to London from the cars; we 
had run out of petrol and we had to wait someone from London to bring sort it out.  We were four of us in the car 
I was in, myself, Mongole, Malembe Chant and Petite Thethe, our female singer; suddenly Thethe said “Mongole 
stole my neckless”.  I was furious with Mongole, we had a huge argument for that incident.  Later, we had the petrol 



to travel to London, we arrived at Adam’s place to eat before we go to Hotel, Kester and the band security guard 
joined us at that place also. 
 
Another incident occurred, Mongole was fighting with the band security guard, I was not happy about it and 
Mongole decided to leave the band, I begged him at least to play one concert. 
 
Interviewer: Where did you do the concert? 
 
Interviewee: At Apollo Hammersmith.  After the concert, my friends wanted me to stay in London but I wanted to 
go to Paris instead, I could not cope with British weather. 
 
After a week and half, before our second concert, I asked Kester to give me £500 so that I can do some shopping 
for my wife and kids but he told me to wait to get paid in Paris; Mongole told me he to give up on the band, nothing 
seems to be working, they did the same to Pinocet in Kinshasa and they want to do the same to us, we have to quit 
the band.  That’s why we left the band. 
 
Interviewer: You stayed in London? 
 
Interviewee: Yes, we had stayed in London 
   
 
  
 
 
 
  
 
   
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
 
 
  
 
 
 



  


